Installing Premium Model W Nixalite®

Model W Nixalite is installed on **vertical surfaces only**. It can be used **Above Narrow Surfaces**, in **Climbing Animal Barriers**, in **Mud Swallow Installations** and as a ‘Row Cap’ to protect other Nixalite models. Choose the application that best matches your installation and follow the guidelines provided. If you have any questions, contact Nixalite.

**Above Narrow Surfaces**

A  Maximum horizontal surface coverage for Model W Nixalite is 2”.
B  Maximum distance from center of base strip to horizontal surface is 2-3/4”.
C  Maximum distance from horizontal surface and mounting hardware is 3-5/8”.
D  For this application, install Model W with the 6 wire side facing up.

---

**Climbing Animal Barrier**

A  2 rows Model W (top and bottom) and 4 rows Model S (in between).
B  The top row of Model W to be 2-1/2” from object on top of pole, post or tree.
C  Center to center spacing for all rows is 4-1/2”.
D  6-wire side of Model W points away from inside rows.
E  Lowest row to be 60” from ground (minimum).

---

**Mud Swallow Installation**

A  Maximum distance from overhead surface to hardware position is 6-1/4”.
B  Maximum distance from overhead surface to Model W base strip center is 7-1/4”.
C  At least one row of Model W and Model S are required. Some installations will require **additional rows** of both models.
D  For this application, install Model W with the 6 wire side facing up.

---

**Row Cap**

A  Install Model W ‘Row Cap’ to protect exposed sides of Model S Nixalite below.
B  On curved surfaces, run all strips front-to-back.
C  Install Model W with the 6 wire side facing up.

Space Nixalite to eliminate gaps between strips while preventing excessive wire crossing.

Visit our website at www.nixalite.com or contact Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or fax 800.624.1196

---
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